AD 19TH ERA (901 – 950 AD): 19TH SIGN CRATER “DRINK THE CUP: IDOLATRY JUDGED”

STAR PROPHECY

Crater is a small constellation, a decan of Leo “Defender of Poor”, located on the back of the snake Hydra “Pagan Princess: Harlot”.

The Cup has tilted as if the contents are poured out upon the snake Hydra.

Star Alkes: “The Cup” (Is this where we get our word ‘Alchemy’?)

In the Babylonian system Crater was a death symbol and marked a gate to the netherworld.

The star Alkes in Crater is itself dying: at the end of its star life: much of the hydrogen has been burned up. Alkes has expanded and become more luminous than before. A flame out!

The same is true for Delta Crateris: a star at the end of its life, expanded to a huge volume and with a much brighter than normal luminosity.

Crater is a pagan idolatry worship cup and the association is with Sorcery and Divination. It also symbolizes the terrible end of those who use it.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Sunnî Caliph Al-Rahman welcomes Jews to his court: becomes fabulously wealthy & influential.

908 AD Al-Mahdi begins empire building: promoting a sect of Shi’ite religion known today as Ismaîl’ism

909 AD Fatimids conquer Algeria

910 AD Caliphate of Al-Mahdi founded in Tunisia

911 AD Charles the Simple permits a clan of Vikings (aka ‘Northmen’) to settle in Normandy

914 AD Vikings conquer Ireland

920 AD Henry the Fowler retakes Utrecht, in the hands of the Vikings for 70 years

921 AD Fatimids crush Isdrid Dynasty: take Fez

929 AD Emir Al-Rahman III creates Caliphate of Cordoba: welcomes & promotes Jewish community: becomes largest city in world; bigger than Bagdad.

931 AD Eric Bloodaxe becomes 2nd King Normandy

932 AD Samanids at peak: Persian culture is reborn.